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Abstract. One important but little studied factor in the
middle atmosphere meridional circulation is its longitudi-
nal structure. Kozubek et al. (2015) disclosed the existence
of the two-cell longitudinal structure in meridional wind at
10 hPa at higher latitudes in January. This two-cell struc-
ture is a consequence of the stratospheric stationary wave
SPW1 in geopotential heights. Therefore here the longitu-
dinal structure in geopotential heights and meridional wind
is analysed based on MERRA data over 1979–2013 and
limited NOGAPS-ALPHA data in order to find its persis-
tence and altitudinal dependence with focus on extraordinary
years. The SPW1 in geopotential heights and related two-cell
structure in meridional wind covers the middle stratosphere
(lower boundary ∼ 50 hPa), upper stratosphere and most of
the mesosphere (almost up to about 0.01 hPa). The two-cell
longitudinal structure in meridional wind is a relatively per-
sistent feature; only 9 out of 35 winters (Januaries) display
more complex structure. Morphologically the deviation of
these extraordinary Januaries consists in upward propagation
of the second (Euro-Atlantic) peak (i.e. SPW2 structure) to
higher altitudes than usually, mostly up to the mesosphere.
All these Januaries occurred under the positive phase of PNA
(Pacific North American) index but there are also other Jan-
uaries under its positive phase, which behave in an ordinary
way. The decisive role in the existence of extraordinary years
(Januaries) appears to be played by the SPW filtering by the
zonal wind pattern. In all ordinary years the mean zonal wind
pattern in January allows the upward propagation of SPW1
(Aleutian peak in geopotential heights) up to the mesosphere
but it does not allow the upward propagation of the Euro-
Atlantic SPW2 peak to and above the 10 hPa level. On the
other hand, the mean zonal wind filtering pattern in extraor-
dinary Januaries is consistent with the observed pattern of
geopotential heights at higher altitudes.

Keywords. Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics (mid-
dle atmosphere dynamics)

1 Introduction

The stratosphere plays an important role as the atmospheric
layer, which protects us by its ozone content from the dam-
aging solar ultraviolet radiation, which to some extent affects
weather and climate, which affects the whole troposphere-to-
thermosphere system through the polar sudden stratospheric
warming, and which mediates solar influences on the tro-
posphere and tropospheric wave impact on the upper atmo-
sphere and ionosphere. Stratospheric winds play an impor-
tant role in the above processes and phenomena as well as in
internal stratospheric processes. They create transport bar-
riers, which isolate the polar vortex in winter (e.g. Shep-
herd, 2007). The Antarctic ozone hole intensification over
the 1980–2001 period is not solely related to the trend in
chemical losses, but more specifically to the balance between
the trends in chemical losses and ozone transport (Monier
and Weare, 2011). The change of ozone trends in the north-
ern middle latitudes in the mid-1990s is predominantly of
dynamical origin, particularly in the lower stratosphere (e.g.
Harris et al., 2008).

Many studies use zonal means for their analyses. However,
various phenomena and processes reveal longitudinal depen-
dence. The Northern Hemisphere has a pronounced distri-
bution of continents, mountain regions and oceans, which is
reflected not only in the troposphere but in the stratosphere
as well. Some phenomena introduce longitudinal differences
into wind pattern, for example the El Niño–Southern Oscil-
lation – ENSO (e.g. Weare, 2010). The total ozone in the
winter higher middle latitudes has a strong longitudinal de-
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Figure 1. The climatology of geopotential heights (scale in km) for
January at 0.1 (a), 1 (b) and 10 hPa (c), 1979–2013. Horizontal axis,
longitude; vertical axis, latitude.

pendence, the maximum–minimum difference being more
than 100 Dobson units (D.U.) (e.g. Mlch, 1994; Krizan et
al., 2011). Effects of geomagnetic storms on total ozone
are fully non-zonal; they disappear in zonal averages (Las-
tovicka, 2003). Global satellite observations provide clear
spatial patterns of stratospheric gravity wave activity with
gravity wave hotspots, which induce longitudinal structure
in distribution of gravity wave activity (e.g. Hoffmann et al.,
2014, Šácha et al., 2015). Demirhan Bari et al. (2013) found
a longitudinal dependence of residual winds in the strato-
sphere and, through impact on the Brewer–Dobson circula-
tion, changes in global circulation, distributions and concen-
tration of stratospheric ozone and water vapour in the strato-
sphere and lower mesosphere for 2001–2006. Garcia-Comas
et al. (2016) studied MIPAS temperature in the mesosphere
and lower thermosphere; they observed some tide-related
longitudinal oscillations in temperature.

The basic structure responsible for much of the longitu-
dinal dependence in the stratosphere at higher latitudes in
the winter part of the year (October–March) is the station-
ary planetary wave with zonal wave number 1, i.e. with
one peak, which is located over the northern Pacific Ocean
and is known also as the Aleutian High. Harvey and Hitch-
man (1996) examined 10 years (1985–1994) of data from the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast in the
layer 250–10 hPa. They found the Aleutian High and its ef-
fect in geopotential height, temperature, winds, and poten-
tial vorticity. Consequently, during much of the boreal win-
ter, stratospheric flows are highly zonally asymmetric. Har-

Figure 2. The climatology of meridional wind (scale in m s−1) for
January at 0.1 (a), 1 (b) and 10 hPa (c), 1979–2013. Positive values
for southerly wind (wind from south), negative values for northerly
wind. Horizontal axis, longitude; vertical axis, latitude.

vey and Hitchman (1996) also found a westward tilt of the
Aleutian High with height, which is typical for the stationary
planetary waves. These results were further developed, par-
ticularly in relation to the stratospheric polar vortex, by Har-
vey et al. (2002). Figure 1 shows the 34-year (1979–2012)
composite of the average Aleutian height in the stratosphere
and lower mesosphere (10–0.1 hPa). The higher geopotential
heights in the region of the Aleutian High including its west-
ward shift are clearly visible. The most pronounced effect
of the Aleutian High has been observed in meridional wind.
The Aleutian High creates a barrier for the dominant winter-
time westerlies and forces wind to flow northward along the
barrier on the western side of Aleutian High, and the wind
returns back flowing southward on the eastern side of Aleu-
tian High. This creates two cells of the enhanced northward
and southward meridional wind, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Fig-
ure 2 also shows a clear westward shift of meridional wind
structures with height as is shown by Fig. 1 for geopotential
height. Seasonally the two-cell structure of meridional wind
appears in October and it is not observable after March.

Figures 1 and 2 present the average longitudinal pattern of
geopotential height and meridional wind. This pattern is fol-
lowed by individual years in most cases but there are several
years which behave in a more or less different way. Analy-
sis of these years and potential sources of their different be-
haviour is the main objective of this paper. Another objective
is to find an altitude interval where the SPW1 pattern dom-
inates in geopotential heights and meridional wind, and to
investigate SPW development with altitude.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the data
and methods are described. Then, in Sect. 3, the results of
analysis are shown and, in Sect. 4, they are discussed. Sec-
tion 5 contains conclusions.

2 Data and methods

To have sufficiently long (several decades) global and
homogeneous data series, reanalysis must be used. Here
the MERRA reanalysis (Modern Era-Retrospective Re-
Analysis) is used, as it is the only reanalysis which includes
the lower mesosphere (available up to 0.1 hPa). The MERRA
reanalysis is described, for example, by Reichle (2012)
and data are downloaded from http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov.
MERRA data are available from 1979 at a slightly finer res-
olution but for our purpose the 1.25 to 1.25◦ grid data are
sufficient, as we are interested in gross features, not in fine
details. MERRA data are available daily in 3 h intervals but
here we are using monthly mean data averaged over 00:00,
06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC times; Kozubek et al. (2015)
demonstrated that the two-cell structure of meridional wind
at 10 hPa is the same for 00:00, 06:00 and 12:00 UTC. Ver-
tical resolution is 42 levels from 1000 hPa to the top of
MERRA at 0.1 hPa. Since Kozubek et al. (2015) showed
that three different reanalyses provided the same longitudi-
nal pattern at 10 hPa we believe that the use of only one
reanalysis is sufficient. Here we use MERRA geopotential
height, temperature, meridional and zonal wind data from
500 to 0.1 hPa, latitudes 0–90◦ N, 1979–2012. We also use
the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction Sys-
tem (NOGAPS) extended into the mesosphere to form an
Advanced Level Physics High Altitude (ALPHA) version
of NOGAPS-ALPHA extending to ∼ 100 km, even though
only a few years of data are available. This dataset is used
to search for the top border of the SPW1 in geopotential
heights. The description of NOGAPS-ALPHA can be found
in Hoppel et al. (2008) and Eckermann et al. (2009).

The wind is not a quantity primarily computed by reanaly-
sis models, it is a quantity derived from these primary quan-
tities using the momentum balance equations (Rienecker
et al., 2011). Kozubek et al. (2014) compared winds from
NCEP/NCAR (National Centers for Environmental Predic-
tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research), ERA-40
and ERA-Interim reanalysis with local winds measured by
radiosondes launched in the reanalysis grid point 50◦ N,
15◦ E (station Prague-Libus). As for wind climatology, a
good agreement was found among reanalyses and with
Prague-Libus observations both in summer and winter for the
whole period 1979–2012. Comparison of individual days be-
tween reanalysis and Prague-Libus radiosonde observations
provided only a small number of days with substantially
different winds, e.g. for comparisons NCEP/NCAR versus
Prague-Libus it was on average 1 day per year for the 10 hPa
level (Kozubek et al., 2014). We found a similar agreement

also for MERRA data. This shows good applicability of the
MERRA approach to wind derivation in the stratosphere (at
least up to 10 hPa).

The situation in the mesosphere is different from the
stratosphere. Measurements revealed a substantial con-
tribution of ageostrophic component to meridional wind
above 70 km, which resulted in constructing an empirical
ageostrophic meridional wind model for heights of 70–
110 km (e.g. Portnyagin and Solovjeva, 1997, and references
therein). Gravity wave drag is suggested to be a likely cause
of the ageostrophic motion characterizing the winter dynam-
ics (e.g. Hall et al., 2003, and references therein). We use
the MERRA reanalysis up to height of 0.1 hPa, where the
MERRA approach to meridional wind derivation is still ap-
plicable. For higher heights we use the NOGAPS-ALPHA
database. The meridional wind again is not the primary quan-
tity but the NOGAPS-ALPHA appears to use acceptable ap-
proximation.

Since we study behaviour of stationary planetary waves,
the basic method of analysis is constructing composite maps
at different pressure levels for individual months for the
whole period under study (1979–2013) and for individual
years based on all individual grid points considered sepa-
rately, not on zonal mean values or regional average values.
These composite maps at several pressure levels also allow us
to construct vertical profiles of various parameters. First the
altitudinal boundaries of the region dominated by the SPW1
structure are estimated. This is followed by the main part of
the paper – analysis of years which remarkably differ from
the average pattern in the sense of penetration of SPW2 to
much higher levels.

3 Results

3.1 Altitudinal boundaries of the dominant SPW1
structure

Kozubek et al. (2015) observed the two-cell structure of win-
tertime (January) meridional wind at 10 hPa but a four-cell
structure (SPW2) at 100 hPa. Since the effect of the SPW1
structure is most pronounced in meridional wind we analysed
the January 34-year composite meridional wind at several
pressure levels between 10 and 100 hPa in order to establish
the lower boundary of the two-cell region. A less-pronounced
but still two-cell structure was found at 30 hPa. At 50 hPa
only a relatively weak remnant of the two-cell structure oc-
curred with the first signs of a four-cell structure. At 100 hPa
the four-cell structure with cells clearly weaker than those
in the two-cell structure at 10 hPa is reported by Kozubek
et al. (2015). Thus no strict/sharp lower boundary of the
two-cell structure is found; it changes continuously, which is
partly a consequence of some year-to-year variability of this
boundary. Nevertheless, the 50 hPa level may be considered
to be approximately the lower boundary of the two-cell struc-
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Figure 3. The climatology of geopotential heights (composite of
2006, 2008 and 2010) for January, four pressure levels of 1 (a), 0.1
(b) 0.053 (c) and 0.01 hPa (d), NOGAPS-ALPHA data. Horizontal
axis, longitude; vertical axis, latitude.

ture occurrence. The four-cell structure in meridional wind
corresponds to the SPW2 in geopotential heights.

Data from MERRA are not available to establish the up-
per boundary. That is why we have to use the NOGAPS-
ALPHA data for this analysis. The comparison of results
from MERRA and NOGAPS-ALPHA at 10 and 1 hPa shows
a very good agreement so we analyse NOGAPS-ALPHA
data from January and February of 2006, 2008 and 2010 at
higher pressure levels to identify the upper boundary. Fig-
ure 3 shows as an example of the geopotential height com-
posite of Januaries of 2006, 2008 and 2010 at pressure levels
of 1, 0.1, 0.053 and 0.01 (February provides the same general
pattern). While the 1 and 0.1 hPa levels display a clear Aleu-
tian High structure, which agrees with Fig. 1, and its rem-
nant still exists at 0.053 hPa, at 0.01 hPa the Aleutian high
no longer appears; it is replaced by some enhancement of
geopotential heights over higher middle latitudes of the At-

Figure 4. Meridional wind (a, m s−1) and geopotential height
(b, km) at 10 hPa, January 1988. Horizontal axis, longitude; verti-
cal axis, latitude.

lantic sector. This Atlantic cell seems to be excited in situ,
because it is not visible at lower levels. Again as in the case
of the lower boundary, there is no sharp upper boundary but
we can identify the upper boundary of the SPW1 Aleutian
High structure to be between 0.053 and 0.01 hPa; 0.01 hPa
level is near the upper boundary of ALPHA-NOGAPS.

3.2 Meridional wind and geopotential height pattern in
extraordinary Januaries

Altogether 35 years (Januaries) were analysed, 1979–2013.
Out of them 26 Januaries reveal the two-cell pattern in merid-
ional wind at 10 hPa, which is quite similar to the average
two-cell pattern shown in Fig. 2. The remaining nine Januar-
ies, which we call extraordinary Januaries, do not display a
clear two-cell structure at 10 hPa. They all reveal a tendency
to a four-cell structure, which is supported by a tendency
to a two-peak (the Aleutian High and another peak over the
Euro-Atlantic sector) structure in geopotential heights. Those
years are 1980, 1985, 1988, 1991, 1996, 1997, 2004, 2005
and 2009.

The four-cell structure in meridional wind is pronounced
best in 2009, when the amplitudes of individual cells are
comparable. This four-cell structure is weaker than the two-
cell structure in “ordinary” years, but it is pronounced even
at 1 hPa and it is supported by the two-peak structure in the
field of geopotential height. On the other hand, the four-
cell structure is expressed least in 1991, when two dominant
well-pronounced cells around the Aleutian high are accom-
panied by two very weak cells more limited in latitudinal ex-
tent around the very weak Euro-Atlantic peak in geopotential
heights, and the four-cell structure does not occur any more
at 1 hPa.
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The remaining seven Januaries occur between 1991 and
2009. One example is shown for 2005 in Fig. 4 for 10 hPa,
which is typical for these years. The two main cells in merid-
ional wind located on both sides of the Aleutian high at lo-
cations corresponding to the two-cell structure in ordinary
years are accompanied by two much weaker cells around
a weak secondary peak in the field of geopotential heights
in the Euro-Atlantic sector, which is a typical pattern for
the extraordinary Januaries of 1988, 1997 and 2005. Thus
these years display at 10 hPa a mixture of stronger SPW1
with weaker SPW2. The two other extraordinary Januaries,
1985 and 2004, exhibit a two-cell structure at latitudes above
about 75◦ N, and a four-cell structure between about 40 and
75◦ N. Such a structure is related to a corresponding geopo-
tential height longitudinal/latitudinal distribution. The last
two extraordinary years, 1980 and 1996, have the secondary
meridional wind cells located at somewhat lower latitudes,
between about 30 and 70◦ N. The finding that the two-cell
structure in meridional wind and related SPW1 in geopoten-
tial heights at 10 hPa are similar in all individual 26 “regular”
Januaries and similar to the composite structure from Fig. 1,
and that even in the eight “extraordinary” Januaries such a
structure dominates (Fig. 4) except for 2009 means that the
climatological composites in Figs. 1 and 2 are statistically
highly significant.

Among the nine extraordinary Januaries, all except for
1991 and 1988 display an extraordinary structure also at
1 hPa, even though less developed (smaller SPW2 contri-
bution) than at 10 hPa with the exception of 2009. The
NOGAPS-ALPHA database, which allows analysis of higher
altitudes, includes the two extraordinary Januaries of 2005
and 2009. The January of 2009 is not only the most “ex-
traordinary” year but is also generally very unusual. For in-
stance, a strong major warming occurred in January, when
it should not occur according to the Labitzke–van Loon rule
on the effect of combination of solar activity and QBO phase
(e.g. Labitzke, 2005). Therefore we will look at 2005, which
seems to be a typical January from the group of extraordi-
nary Januaries. Figure 5 shows for January 2005 geopoten-
tial heights, the same as Fig. 3 for the whole set of 34 years.
Figure 5, contrary to Fig. 3, shows at all four pressure lev-
els a structure which may be considered to be a mixture
of SPW1 and SPW2. This structure is more pronounced at
lower heights but it does exist up to 0.01 hPa. The main peak
is moved somewhat westward, i.e. it is a Siberian rather than
an Aleutian pressure high, and the second peak is located
in the Atlantic–American sector. The second peak is pro-
nounced best at somewhat lower latitudes, 45–50◦ N, and it
is almost absent at high latitudes. The meridional wind pat-
tern agrees with the geopotential height pattern; only above
0.1 hPa, when the ageostrophic wind component begins to
play a role, is the wind pattern more chaotic and without a
pronounced systematic structure. Year 2009 provides similar
results.

Figure 5. Geopotential heights for January 2005, four pressure lev-
els of 1 (a), 0.1 (b) 0.053 (c) and 0.01 hPa (d), NOGAPS-ALPHA
data. Horizontal axis, longitude; vertical axis, latitude.

The observational pattern seems to show that the Euro-
Atlantic pressure/geopotential height peak propagating up-
ward disappears near 50 hPa in 26 “regular” Januaries but
in the 9 “extraordinary” Januaries it propagates further up-
wards. The weakest 1991 European–East Atlantic peak dis-
appears between 10 and 1 hPa, and in the other seven Jan-
uaries it attains the level 1 hPa, and Fig. 5 indicates that it
could propagate up to the upper mesosphere (0.01 hPa) at
least in some of the extraordinary years. On the other hand, in
1988 none of both geopotential height peaks is pronounced
at 1 hPa.

3.3 Evolution of SPW1/SPW2 with height

To understand better the evolution of SPW1 and SPW2 with
height and behaviour of extraordinary Januaries, we shall
now examine the SPW1 amplitude maximum and its height
and altitude ranges of dominance of the Aleutian High in
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Table 1. SPW1 amplitudes at 1 hPa (ampl. in metres) and heights where the Aleutian peak becomes dominant over the Euro-Atlantic peak
(height in hPa) for 60◦ N and Januaries of all individual years (1979–2012). Extraordinary years are marked bold.

Year Ampl. Height Year Ampl. Height Year Ampl. Height Year Ampl. Height

1979 2848 > 500 1988 1923 70 1997 2658 100 2006 2498 150
1980 2446 100 1989 2778 100 1998 2061 200 2007 2472 > 500
1981 2013 > 500 1990 2957 200 1999 1886 150 2008 3328 200
1982 2430 200 1991 854 250 2000 2233 150 2009 1678 300
1983 2260 > 500 1992 2609 150 2001 2428 450 2010 2442 200
1984 1950 350 1993 1806 > 500 2002 1986 150 2011 2294 200
1985 1325 > 500 1994 2178 > 500 2003 1665 > 500 2012 2210 150
1986 2358 500 1995 3140 400 2004 1495 300
1987 2463 150 1996 3201 150 2005 2617 > 500

Figure 6. Position of the SPW main maximum in geopotential
heights at 60◦ N as a function of longitude and pressure height for
individual months, October to March (marked O, N, D, J, F, M),
1979–2013.

the 34-year composite (1979–2012) and in individual years.
The height profiles of amplitudes of SPW1 at 60◦ N, January,
constructed from data at 0.1, 1, 10, 30, 50 and 100 hPa and
with higher vertical resolution below, have always a well-
pronounced amplitude maximum at 1 hPa for the composite
profile as well as for all individual year profiles. The indi-
vidual January maximum amplitudes of SPW1 at 60◦ N var-
ied between 854 (1991) and 3328 m (2008) as shown in Ta-
ble 1; the median amplitude was 2345 m. The median max-
imum amplitude for extraordinary Januaries reached only
1923 m (1988) and four out of five Januaries with the small-
est SPW1 amplitudes were extraordinary Januaries. On the
other hand, amplitudes for four extraordinary Januaries were
higher than median value and the second largest amplitude
was reached in the extraordinary January 1996.

The 50 hPa level was estimated in Sect. 3.1 to be the
boundary above which the 34-year composite displays only
the SPW1 in geopotential heights. The SPW2 predominantly
dominates at tropospheric heights. However, this SPW2 is
not an ideal longitudinally sinusoidal wave with two equally
high maxima. One maximum is the Aleutian High slightly
shifted towards Siberia, i.e. close to the Aleutian High max-
imum in the case of “ordinary” years SPW1. The other
maximum is located in the Euro-Atlantic sector approxi-
mately 180◦ apart. Figure 6 shows the position of the SPW
main maximum in geopotential height composite at 60◦ N
as a function of longitude and pressure height for individ-
ual months. The Euro-Atlantic peak dominates in the tropo-
sphere. On the other hand, the Aleutian High dominates in
the stratosphere. The height of change of dominance some-
what varies with month; its lowest height is approaching
200 hPa for January and February; its upper height is about
70 hPa for October. Table 1 shows these heights for January
for all individual years. Their scatter is rather large; they
cover an interval from more than 500 (> 500) to 70 hPa with
median value 200 hPa consistent with Fig. 6. The heights of
change in extraordinary years (marked by bold in Table 1)
are 5 times below the median height and 4 times above the
median height but these years include 1988 with the highest
height (70 hPa). There is no clear relation between the height
of change and the amplitude of SPW1 when considering all
years together. Correlation coefficients for Januaries are very
low: amplitude–height of change r = 0.19, amplitude–time
(long-term trend) r = 0.02, height of change–time r = 0.17.
Temporal trend coefficients as well as the linear relation be-
tween amplitude and height of change are insignificant even
at the 1σ level. The multiple regression between the height
of change versus amplitude and time describes only 6 % of
the total variance of height of change. Thus there is no sig-
nificant long-term trend both in amplitudes and heights of
change, and the relation between amplitudes and heights of
change is statistically quite insignificant.

The observational pattern seems to show that the Euro-
Atlantic pressure/geopotential height peak propagating up-
ward disappears near 50 hPa in 26 “regular” Januaries but in
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the nine “extraordinary” Januaries it propagates further up-
wards. The weakest 1991 European–East Atlantic peak dis-
appears between 10 and 1 hPa, but in the other eight Januaries
it attains the level 1 hPa and Fig. 5 indicates that it at least in
some of the extraordinary years it propagates up to the up-
per mesosphere (0.01 hPa). However, it is necessary to men-
tion that above 0.1 hPa we have only 5 years of NOGAPS-
ALPHA data, so the results above 0.1 hPa are rather prelimi-
nary.

4 Discussion

The SPW1 in geopotential heights and related two-cell
structure in stratospheric meridional wind are derived from
MERRA reanalysis data, which enables us to include also
the lower mesosphere, and they are extended to the upper
mesosphere with the limited NOGAPS-ALPHA dataset.

The lower boundary of the climatological occurrence of
the two-cell structure is estimated to be about 50 hPa in the
34-year composite. No strict/sharp lower boundary could in-
voke the idea that it reflects the variable bottom of polar vor-
tex. However, this probably is not the case as in the large
majority of years the lower boundaries differ rather little and
the situation at the 50 hPa level has no effect on the Aleu-
tian High peak. It is rather the consequence of dissipation
and eventual disappearance of the Euro-Atlantic peak of the
SPW2 structure in geopotential heights in a broader interval
of heights, not in a narrow range of heights, while the Aleu-
tian peak remains and at higher altitudes it forms therefore
SPW1.

We have estimated not only the lower boundary of this
structure but the upper boundary as well, even though based
on the limited 5-year NOGAPS-ALPHA database. Climato-
logically it is located not in the stratosphere but in the meso-
sphere at pressure levels near or somewhat below 0.01 hPa.
We compared NOGAPS-ALPHA-based results from 10 and
1 hPa with MERRA reanalysis and they agree very well. So
we can consider the NOGAPS-ALPHA dataset to provide
reasonably reliable results. As far as we know, NOGAPS-
ALPHA is the only dataset available for the upper meso-
sphere. Both the estimates of the lower as well as upper
boundary of the SPW1 structure were made for January. For
other months these values might be slightly different.

Our finding of the upper boundary of the SPW in the
upper mesosphere is consistent with model results show-
ing that SPWs are unable to penetrate into the thermosphere
(e.g. Pogoreltsev et al., 2007). Forbes et al. (2002) anal-
ysed zonal and meridional wind measurements from the
HRDI and WINDII instruments onboard UARS to construct
monthly average SPW structures from 15 to 110 km over
the period December 1991 to September 1994 basically at
±40◦ latitude. SPW1 at 40◦ N in zonal wind was extend-
ing over all non-summer months in both hemispheres up
to 80–90 km, which does not contradict our upper bound-

ary estimate. SPW2 structures were much less prevalent be-
cause of more restrictive filtering effects due to the mean
winds, which is also consistent with our results. The overall
meridional wind structure at 40◦ N reconstructed from SPW1
and SPW2 was very weak (Forbes et al., 2002, their Fig. 5)
again in agreement with our results (Fig. 2). Geopotential
height amplitudes and their distribution were calculated also
by Guryanov and Fahrutdinova (2014) based on Met Office
Stratospheric Assimilated Data over 2004–2012. Their am-
plitudes are 2–3 times smaller than our composite amplitudes
but they computed real amplitudes, whereas we use max–
min difference, i.e. the real difference is only by a factor of
1–1.5; moreover, for our amplitudes over 2004–2012 this dif-
ference is even smaller, as follows from the data in Table 1.
Their maximum amplitudes are located between latitudes 60
and 70◦ N at altitudes about 40–55 km; both these results rea-
sonably agree with our results (Table 2). If we consider the
different data used (we use MERRA reanalysis) and differ-
ent way of estimating all parameters, the agreement may be
considered satisfactory. Harvey and Hitchman (1996) found
the geopotential height difference between the Aleutian High
and polar vortex to maximize near the stratopause, which
reasonably agrees with our estimate of SPW1 maximum at
0.1 hPa.

The dominant feature of SPW1 in the stratosphere is the
Aleutian High. Therefore the SPW1 parameters are calcu-
lated for the geopotential height field. Vertical wavelengths
estimated from the longitudinal shift with height in the strato-
sphere vary in a relatively broad range of values according
to latitude and month with median value of 137 km. Vertical
wavelengths are increasing with increasing latitude from 50
to 70◦ N, seasonally they peak in November–December, and
they are smallest at the beginning (October) and end (March)
of the SPW1 season. Table 2 shows further parameters of
SPW1. The largest amplitude (max–min difference), about
3.5 km, is observed in January, and the smallest amplitudes
are observed at the beginning and end (October and March)
of the SPW1 season. The SPW1 maximum is usually located
near the latitude of 70◦ N (except for December, 65◦ N) and
its height decreases with increasing time throughout the win-
ter, from 0.5 hPa in October to 5 hPa March. Figure 6 indi-
cates different slopes (i.e. vertical wavelengths) in the strato-
sphere versus troposphere and lower mesosphere. The dif-
ferent characteristics of stratospheric and tropospheric plan-
etary waves were observed also by Sun et al. (2014).

What is specific for the nine “extraordinary”
years/Januaries 1980, 1985, 1988, 1991, 1996, 1997,
2004, 2005 and 2009? We checked various solar and dynam-
ical parameters in order to find some correlation between
the behaviour of a parameter and the occurrence of these
extraordinary Januaries. The occurrence of extraordinary
Januaries is not favoured either by high, or medium or
low solar and/or geomagnetic activity. For 50 and 10 hPa
QBO, NAO and ENSO (also with some time advance for
QBO or ENSO) typically five extraordinary Januaries were
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Table 2. Stationary planetary wave amplitude (m) and location of
its peak (pressure level (hPa) and latitude (◦ N)) in the stratosphere
for October to March.

Month Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Amplitude 1610 2420 2650 3530 2340 2220
Pressure level 0.5 1 1 2 5 5
Latitude 69 69 65 71 70 70

under one polarity, four under the opposite polarity of each
of these parameters, which means no relation with these
parameters. Neither any combination of the QBO phase
and solar activity favoured the occurrence of extraordi-
nary Januaries. Another candidate is the major midwinter
stratospheric warming; data are taken from http://www.geo.
fu-berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/northpole/index.html.
Five winters, 1981/1982, 1987/1988, 1995/1996, 1996/1997
and 2004/2005, did not experience the major stratospheric
warmings. In 1990/1991 it occurred in February, too late
to affect the January average pattern. In January the major
stratospheric warmings occurred in 1985 and 2004. A strong
major warming occurred in late January/early February
2009, which could partly affect the average behaviour in
January. However, these are only three out of nine winters,
which corresponds rather to random coincidence with
respect to the occurrence frequency of major midwinter
stratospheric warmings. Moreover there are many other
winters with major stratospheric warmings and the ordinary
SPW1 structure of geopotential heights like in Fig. 1.
Thus major stratospheric warming does not seem to play a
significant role in the occurrence of extraordinary Januaries.
There is no coincidence of extraordinary Januaries with
major volcanic eruptions which affected the stratosphere
(El Chichón in spring 1982, Mt Pinatubo in June 1991).
There is also no coincidence with sudden cooling of the
tropical tropopause layer in 2001 and 2011/2012, which
resulted in drops in water vapour concentration in the lower
stratosphere (Urban et al., 2014).

There are no direct global long-term wind measurements
in the mesosphere at the “two-cell meridional wind” lati-
tudes. If the upper boundary of the SPW1/SPW2 occurrence
would be the level 0.01 hPa (∼ 80 km or slightly lower), the
ground-based wind measurements with various radars like
meteor radars provide sufficiently long data series but only
for a few locations and at too high altitudes (near ∼ 90 km).
Zonal and meridional wind measurements from the High
Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI) and Wind Imaging In-
terferometer (WINDII) instruments on the Upper Atmo-
sphere Research Satellite (UARS), which allow us to con-
struct monthly average SPW structures from 15 to 110 km,
are available only over limited time interval and basically
only at ±40◦ latitude, whereas the two-cell meridional wind

structure in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere occurs
predominantly at latitudes higher than 40◦ N.

The SPW1 structure of geopotential heights in the strato-
sphere and mesosphere is formed by the Aleutian High.
Therefore we turn our attention to indices closer to the north
Pacific region. There is a slight tendency to a higher oc-
currence of extraordinary Januaries for the positive phase
(months −2 to 0) of ENSO Modoki (six to three events),
but it is not statistically significant. However, the PNA (Pa-
cific North American) index is the only index which reveals
a clear relation to the extraordinary January occurrence. All
extraordinary Januaries occurred under the positive phase of
PNA. On the other hand, the positive phase of PNA occurred
also in many non-extraordinary Januaries. Therefore the pos-
itive phase of PNA is a necessary but not sufficient con-
dition for the extraordinary January occurrence. However,
the problem is that the “troublemaker” is not the Aleutian
High but the other highs occurring in the stratosphere in the
Euro-Atlantic sector, the diminishing and disappearance of
which with increasing height makes the difference between
the 26 “ordinary” and the 9 “extraordinary” years. We have
not found any atmospheric index which could fully explain
the occurrence of “extraordinary” years.

To help to clarify the behaviour of the Euro-Atlantic peak
of the SPW2, height profiles of the SPW2 maximum am-
plitude and its position are calculated for January, 60◦ N for
each year separately. Selected years as examples are shown
in Table 3. All six Januaries display a westward tilt with
height as expected for a SPW. Their amplitudes increase from
500 hPa toward the tropopause and reach maximum between
300 and 200 hPa. Out of 26 ordinary Januaries, 24 reached
peak at 250 hPa and 2 at 300 hPa. Out of nine extraordi-
nary years, in three years the peak was between 250 and
300 hPa, in 2 years at 250 hPa, and once at 200 and 300 hPa;
in 1996 and 2009 (the most extreme year), the tropopause
region peak was absent and amplitudes were continuously
growing up to their maximum at 10 hPa. A systematic dif-
ference between ordinary and extraordinary years appears at
higher heights. The Euro-Atlantic SPW2 amplitudes in ordi-
nary Januaries continuously decrease with increasing height
up to a height where they cannot be identified, which is in
the case of the 3 years shown in Table 3 the level of 10 hPa
(peak at 10 hPa in 2011 is a local disturbance, not continua-
tion of Atlantic peak). In some other years this level differs,
mostly it is lower. Moreover, too small amplitudes compared
to the Aleutian High amplitude do not result in creating the
detectable secondary cells in meridional circulation; there-
fore the average level of disappearance of the four-cell merid-
ional wind structure in composite maps is close to 50 hPa.
On the other hand, in the seven extraordinary years, which
display the tropopause peak of the Euro-Atlantic SPW2 am-
plitude, the amplitude first decreases to about 50–70 hPa but
much less than in ordinary years, and then it increases to a
maximum in 10–1 hPa contrary to the behaviour of ordinary
Januaries (Table 3). Thus the ordinary and extraordinary Jan-
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Table 3. Height profiles of “Atlantic” peak of SPW2 at 60◦ N for three ordinary and three extraordinary Januaries. Longitudes (long in ◦E)
and amplitudes (ampl in metres) of this peak are shown for 17 levels between 500 and 0.1 hPa based on MERRA data.

Atlantic peak – ordinary Januaries Atlantic peak – extraordinary Januaries

Height 1983 1998 2011 1991 1997 2005

long ampl long ampl long ampl long ampl long ampl long ampl

500 -4 340 5 164 −9 230 14 335 15 354 −10 303
450 −5 370 4 181 −9 254 14 365 15 378 −10 331
400 −5 401 3 198 −9 280 14 394 15 399 −10 361
350 −5 436 1 216 −13 306 14 421 15 417 −10 392
300 −5 467 1 231 −13 328 14 441 15 427 −10 417
250 −6 483 0 248 −14 333 14 443 1 426 −10 428
200 −6 446 0 242 −13 302 11 411 −4 411 −11 409
150 −6 358 −1 207 −14 261 8 376 −5 392 −14 364
100 −6 278 −5 175 −14 222 3 351 −6 386 −15 335
70 −8 227 −11 148 −18 191 1 338 −8 376 −16 325
50 −8 189 −16 121 −18 167 −4 338 −9 374 −18 327
40 −9 168 −23 105 −20 154 −4 344 −10 377 −19 339
30 −11 142 −30 88 −21 135 −5 364 −11 389 −21 367
20 −15 108 −43 75 −26 98 −9 404 −11 420 −25 435
10 X X X X 49 132 −19 429 −14 535 −33 592
1 X X X X X X −115 421 −18 990 −46 921
0.1 X X X X X X 55 144 −31 784 −59 448

uaries do not differ systematically in the troposphere but they
differ systematically in the stratosphere, particularly in the
middle and upper stratosphere.

Different filtering by winds in the Aleutian High sec-
tor and the Euro-Atlantic sector is a possible cause of dif-
ferent behaviour of the Aleutian and Euro-Atlantic peaks
with increasing height. Model calculations by Nigam and
Lindzen (1989) show high sensitivity of stratospheric SPWs
to changes in zonal wind and an important role of polar
night jet and subtropical jet in strengthening SPWs. Karami
et al. (2016) derived from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data
the probability density functions (PDFs) of positive vertical
wave number and documented that these probabilities (i.e.
vertical propagation of SPWs) are decreasing with increasing
zonal wave numbers, which agrees with our results showing
better propagation of SPW1 than of SPW2.

According to Holton (1992) in a slightly simplified ap-
proach, the stationary planetary waves can propagate verti-
cally upwards only in the presence of relatively weak mean
zonal westerly winds with velocities between zero and the
Rossby critical velocity and therefore they propagate clearly
upward into the middle atmosphere only in winter, not in
summer, which agrees with our results.

Let us now look at the monthly mean zonal winds in Jan-
uary, which are westerlies. Latitude 60◦ N is selected as rep-
resentative latitude. In ordinary years there was a systematic
difference between zonal winds in the Aleutian and Euro-
Atlantic sectors in January. In the large majority of ordinary
years the zonal wind in the Euro-Atlantic sector (centred at

Figure 7. Monthly mean zonal wind in “ordinary” January 1986.
Strong stratospheric winds in the Euro-Atlantic sector and weak
winds in the Aleutian sector are clearly visible.

∼ 0◦ E) was strong in the stratosphere and did not allow the
upward propagation of the Euro-Atlantic peak of SPW well
into the middle atmosphere, whereas the zonal westerlies in
the Aleutian sector (centred at ∼ 180◦ E) are much weaker,
as illustrated by Fig. 7 for 1986 and, therefore, allow the up-
ward propagation of the Aleutian peak of SPW, thus creat-
ing the SPW1 structure at higher levels of the stratosphere
and in the mesosphere. In a few remaining ordinary winters
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the difference is not so large but still the zonal westerlies in
the Aleutian sector are evidently weaker than in the Euro-
Atlantic sector.

Thus in the ordinary years (Januaries) the change from
the SPW2 or mixed SPW1–SPW2 longitudinal structure to
SPW1 structure with increasing altitude appears to be the
consequence of zonally asymmetric wind filtering, which di-
minishes the Euro-Atlantic peak of SPW2. How is it in ex-
traordinary years?

In 1991, when the Euro-Atlantic peak in geopotential
heights is observed at 10 hPa but not at 1 hPa, a region of
strong westerlies at 60◦ N is located above 10 hPa and fil-
ters out this peak, which thus cannot reach the 1 hPa level. In
1988, when the SPW structure appears at 10 hPa but no SPW
peak penetrates to 1 hPa, strong zonal winds at all longitudes
(which is quite unusual) block upward penetration of SPW
up to 1 hPa. Even 50 and 70◦ N display such a blocking. In
1985 and 2004 stronger winds occur only above 1 hPa and
in each sector there is a range of longitudes where winds are
not strong enough to block the upward penetration of both
SPW peaks. In 2005 and 2009 there are channels of weaker
westerlies in both sectors, which allow upward propagation
of both SPW peaks into the mesosphere. In 2005 such a
channel for the Euro-Atlantic sector is narrow, and there-
fore the Euro-Atlantic peak in geopotential heights is proba-
bly much weaker than the Aleutian peak. Westerlies in years
1980 and 1996 clearly allow upward SPW peak propagation
in the Aleutian sector and to a limited extent in the Euro-
Atlantic sector; consequently the Euro-Atlantic peak still ex-
ists at higher altitudes, but it is substantially weaker than the
Aleutian SPW peak. As for the year 1997, the zonal wind
structure at 60◦ N should not allow the propagation of both
SPW peaks above about 10 hPa. Therefore it is necessary
to look at 50 and 70◦ N. In 1997 westerlies support upward
propagation of the Aleutian peak at 50 and 60◦ N and the
Euro-Atlantic peak at 70◦ N, so in some way a longitudinal
structure with dominant Aleutian and minor Euro-Atlantic
peak can be created.

Thus the different SPW filtering by zonal wind appears to
explain the difference between the ordinary and extraordi-
nary years. Why the zonal wind distribution and strength in
different years differ is out of the scope of this paper.

5 Conclusions

The main results of this study based on MERRA data over
1979–2012 with some support by NOGAPS-ALPHA data,
which is focused mainly on years which do not follow the
dominant behaviour, are as follows:

– The well-pronounced two-cell longitudinal structure of
meridional wind, which is a consequence of the SPW1
in geopotential heights in the Aleutian sector, does exist
northward of 40–45◦ N.

– They occur only in the winter half of the year (October–
March).

– They cover the middle and upper stratosphere and most
of the mesosphere with the lower boundary on average
near 50 hPa and the upper boundary near or slightly be-
low 0.01 hPa. Below 50–100 hPa, a SPW2 structure in
geopotential heights exists with the other peak in Euro-
Atlantic sector and related four-cell longitudinal struc-
ture in meridional wind.

– The SPW1 in geopotential heights and two-cell longitu-
dinal structure in meridional wind is a relatively persis-
tent feature; only 9 out of 35 winters (Januaries) do not
display this structure in a pure form. Even these nine
winters predominantly exhibit a strong Aleutian peak
and remarkably weaker Euro-Atlantic peak in geopo-
tential heights, i.e. the mixture of dominant SPW1 with
weaker SPW2 with respective mixture of the two- and
four-cell structure in the meridional wind.

– The ordinary and extraordinary Januaries do not differ
systematically in the troposphere but they differ system-
atically in the stratosphere, particularly in the middle
and upper stratosphere, and also in the mesosphere. The
Euro-Atlantic SPW2 peak in geopotential heights in-
creases in magnitude up to the tropopause region peak
for both types of years. However, then the magnitude of
the Euro-Atlantic peak in extraordinary years decreases
much less than that of ordinary years (in 1996 and 2009
even continuously increases) and above 50–70 hPa it
again increases contrary to ordinary years up to a peak at
1–10 hPa, while this peak in ordinary years diminishes
until becoming non-detectable.

– All extraordinary Januaries occurred under the positive
phase of PNA. On the other hand, the positive phase of
PNA occurred also in many non-extraordinary Januar-
ies. Thus it seems to be a necessary but not sufficient
condition for the appearance of extraordinary Januaries.
Other meteorological, solar or geomagnetic indices as
well as sudden stratospheric warmings did not reveal a
relation to the occurrence of extraordinary Januaries.

– The decisive role in the existence of extraordinary years
(Januaries) appears to be played by the SPW filtering by
the mean zonal wind pattern, which is strongly depen-
dent on longitude. In all ordinary years the mean zonal
wind pattern in January allows the upward propagation
of SPW1 (Aleutian peak in geopotential heights) up to
the mesosphere but it does not allow the upward propa-
gation of the Euro-Atlantic SPW2 peak to and above the
10 hPa level. On the other hand, the mean zonal wind fil-
tering in extraordinary Januaries is consistent with the
observed pattern of geopotential heights at higher alti-
tudes.
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The existence of the well-pronounced longitudinal struc-
ture in meridional wind in the stratosphere at middle and high
latitudes means some limitations to application of the zonal
mean approach in studying the middle atmosphere.
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